We can help you achieve your sustainability/LEED goals for your buildings whether it’s to overcome a few barriers, accelerate your program or to create a comprehensive program. (link this word to LEO SBS/LEED Flyer).

As a nonprofit our goal is to help drive sustainability through the existing building stock. We have deep knowledge of LEED for Existing Buildings because we helped develop the rating system.

Tips on overcoming three common hurdles to LEED-EB:

- I don’t know where to start or know if my building can even achieve LEED-EB. We can do a cost-effective LEED-EB assessment to identify key opportunities and lay the groundwork for a smooth transition into the LEED-EB implementation process.
- The capital expenditures would be too costly. Some LEED-EB credits require no capital expenditure, and the LEED-EB strategies can be evaluated with pay-back analysis.
- It will take too much staff time. Hiring a LEED-EB consultant streamlines the entire LEED process.

Please give me a call on how we can help or to tell me about your successes! Tel: 608-280-0255, email: michaelarny@leonardoacademy.org.

Sustainability, let's get it done—together!

Michael D. Arny
Healthy buildings = healthy people and planet!
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